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Just got my MPRE scores today in the mail-128! Like the other reviewers I can't say enough about

these cards. They are all you really need in order to get a passing score in any jurisdiction on the

MPRE's. My only criticism is that it took me a bit longer to go through the cards than the intructions

indicated, and since I was practicing full-time, I definitely didn't have the time to review every card

two or three times as suggested. Basically, I went through all of the cards during the four week

period leading up to the test, saving the last week for test practice. I used the other Emanual's

"Strategies..." book for this (it has 150 sample questions), but if I had to do it again, I'd probably pick

up actual past MPRE tests that the examiners make available. At least on my actual MPRE test,

none of the questions seemed similar to the ones in the Emanual's "Strategies" book. Good Luck!

I am just over 1/2 through the cards, and want to highly recommend them for MPRE prep. I had a

concern with the answer to one of the fact scenarios, and after pleasant and prompt

correspondence with Aspen (publisher), learned that an answer directly inferred from a reading of

the Model Rules (including Preamble) and Commentary was in fact wrong -- only known by a

comparative analysis of the old code with the new Rules. Kudos to Aspen for this depth of

knowledge, as well as great service! The scenarios are sufficiently entertaining to avoid boredom, a



feature that also greatly aids in retention.

I thought this box set of study cards was helpful but I wonder whether the publisher bothered to hire

copy editors. The cards start out okay, but as you progress, there are more and more glaring typos.

After a while, I was so distracted, I had to correct them in order to understand them.

I scored 126 using this and the Strategies book. I read all the cards twice over a 4 week period and

used the sample questions in the book as practice. I did not attend an American law school or take

a course on professional responsibility at any time before taking the exam. I found the book good as

an introduction to the style of the examination but the cards really cover all you need to pass in

style.
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